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About This Game

In Flipped On your main objective is to complete each stage without destroying your vehicle. Your vehicle takes damage every
time you crash into world objects.

Each level is a new and exciting challenge starting from easy and getting harder as you go on. Jump over gaps in the road with
ramps. Crash into roadblocks to move them out of the way. Get flipped over by crazy hydraulic bollards and loads more.

Flipped On a simplified car obstacle course physics simulation game.

Take control of your car and go have a blast!
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its fun for about 30 minutes. Came for♥♥♥♥♥♥ not enough♥♥♥♥♥♥in first 40 minutes tho.
. My character sits at the house all day playing DOTA? Everyone knows League of Legends is clearly superior...

Oh well. With that statement out of the way, I should probably reveal why I "down voted" despite it being a cheap little visual
novel I shouldn't criticize too hard. I'll explain it after I list my pros and cons.

Pros:
+ Great art
+ Interesting enough plot in theory
+ Cheap
+ Decent Music

Cons:
- Translation isn't the best
- Routes differ hardly any
- Super short for $2
- I also had a problem with the text wanting to skip on me even though I didn't click the skip button
- Text wrapping wasn't great either.

With that being said, I want to go ahead and explain more on the side of how short this game is. Timing myself, I completed
Mei's route (could hardly read her name because of the font) in 11 minutes to complete while Meijun took me 9 minutes.

Now, talking about why I gave this a "No" rating compared to a yes despite the awesome art and how cheap it seems to be, it is
pretty simple. I have played free games like Cinderella Phenomenon that were 10x better than this game, but free. As far as
games like this one that were just cheaply transported japanese games, I have even played better ones of those. Les Fleursword
is one I would recommend considering the three routes it has actually differ greatly from one another and in terms of art, it is on
par if not greater than this one. It actually costs the exact amount as this one yet I have 5 hours of gameplay.

As you can tell, I play a lot of different types of visual novels. I have an open mind, but compared to the visual novels I play, I
just don't think this one is worth the $2 when there are others for the same or less with way more to offer.. well what can i say,
the game is dead.. Good old Legend of Kay. One of my favourite Platformers of all times.
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Charlie, you're a pretty awesome dude.. Achievements: 7/10

Gameplay: 3/10

Will just buy game for the achievements. to not buy this game because its "on rails" is a massive mistake. you dont know what
you are missing. this is a AAA game, its ♥♥♥♥ing AWESOME!!! The sense of scale is just perfection, the qiality of the
graphics are SUPERB and there is an actually intersting story. You absoluetly get what you pay for here, this is a ♥♥♥♥ing
amazing VR game and one of the best experiences in virtual reality ive had so far. ♥♥♥♥ING EPIC i though the "on rails"
aspect of the game would suck, but i promise you it doesnt matter. BUY THIS NOW! youll see what i mean.. Its a good game
but it could be longer.
Also there are some glitches but nothing game breaking.. It is still the game that so many identify with in their childhood. Turn
based strategy with both economic and military management, but not too much of either. You can just enjoy the game in such a
simple way. Personally I hated LOTR2 for becoming more complicated, LOTR1 was always my prefered one of the franchise.

If they made an updated version of this with a smoother interface but didn't touch the actual game play I would hapilly pay
\u00a310 for it instead of the \u00a31.50 I just paid for this.. Wow, how much is wrong with this one? After 1 hour just some
of the problems I observed. Bow units are WAY overpowered, having way too much range, being way too accurate when firing
indirectly and having special abilities that allow them to effectively attack too many units at once. I mean one of my units was
BEHIND A BUILDING and was destroyed in 2 turns by indirect bow fire from maximum range. Ouch!! Then I got one of my
infantry into melee with an enemy bow unit, and I did acceptable damage, only to watch on the AI's next turn that same bow
unit disengage without taking any damage, move back one hex then turn and fire a crippling volley into my unit. Totally
inconceivable that a bow unit would be able to disengage from a melee unit(that they are supposed to be vulnerable to)
unscathed, then turn and launch an effective attack against that unit.
I think the AI is given way too much of an advantage, AI units would rally almost immediately after being broken, while my
units seldom, if ever rallied.
I like hex-based tactical combat games and have played my share, but this one left me less than impressed. Based on this
disappointing experience, I can not recommend this one at all.. If you liked the base game then you'll like this. It's one mission
from a different perspective.
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